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ABSTRACT
Researchers have been studying the strategies and the strategic behaviours of corporate firms for more than sixty years.
Within the generated literature, contrasting philosophical positions and alternative assumptions underpin contested differences in strategic definition. Although this has created a rich tapestry of theoretical frameworks and schools of
thought, the variety has further contributed to making practical research narrowly focused, complex and increasingly
fragmented. In this paper we review the scholarly literature to establish an integrative definition of strategy and conceptualise our holistic novel corporate strategy research framework. We call this the Collaborative Corporate Strategy
Research Programme (C.C.S.R.P.) which serves as a useful organising framework for corporate strategy research within
the institution. This may further enable better structured and more meaningful longer term collaborative research between different institutions. Where corporation has outgrown government and operates across diverse markets, the research agenda has to innovatively adapt to better inform its stakeholders.
Keywords: Corporate Strategy Research Programme; Strategy; Collaborative Research; Holistic Framework

1. Introduction
During the last sixty years, scholarly contributions to the
corporate strategy literature have engaged the term strategy in different ways [1-3] to predict and explain the
established firm’s behaviour within environments. The
firm itself has developed an array of constructs which
include behavioural, social, transactional, agency, resource, evolutionary, ecological, and innovative conceptualisations. There remains a lack of consensus to both
the theory of the firm [4: p. 5] and strategy definition [5].
Consequentially, the specialisations become compounded
as antecedent conditions, assumptions to, and characteristics of corporate strategic analytical frameworks. The
more traditional approaches such as Long Range Planning; Structure Conduct Performance; Strategic Conflict;
Resource Based View; Knowledge Based View and Dynamic Capabilities have been complemented by ecological and evolutionary frameworks in recent years. Further,
the origins of assumptions that underpin each framework
emerge from the divergent branches of economic, organ*
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isational, psychological and biological sciences. The
growth of research has enabled comparison within each
school of thought. However, the universal purpose and
inter-school application of a strategic definition/framework remains elusive in an increasingly interconnected
world. Consequentially, holistic research opportunities
within the field are limited.
Our paper critically reviews the breadth of contributions to strategy definition and corporate strategy frameworks during the last sixty years. We integrate the specialisations into a holistic conceptual framework more
suited to comparative research of the twenty-first century
corporation [6] within dynamic markets. Traditional
geographic boundaries have to be transcended [7] to reflect the complex multi-layered internal (board; executive; division) and external (industry; government; regional or cultural) influential effects.

2. Mapping the Strategy Landscape
We present a review of the definition of strategy within
the literature on corporate strategy from three perspecOJBM
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tives: 2.1) the historical development into business terminology; 2.2) within scholarly theoretical debates on
definition; and 2.3) contextualised within empirically
supported published papers in relevant journals.

2.1. Strategy: A Historical Perspective
The language of strategy has military origins [8] which
we can trace back to General Tzu’s classic Chinese writings [9]. He discusses positioning and planning in his
famous work, The Art of War. Over the years, scholars
have interpreted the wisdom and teachings of this historical eastern literature [10,11] and applied it to a variety of contexts [12-14] including twentieth century business strategy [15,16] The application to modern corporate case studies [17] demonstrates harmony between
ancient eastern warfare strategies and modern western
corporate firm behaviour. In this regard, the origins of
strategy [18] may more specifically relate to human behaviour, as firstly to survive and then to influence. Further, Giles [19: p. 23] interpreted text identifies “moral
law or harmony” as one of the factors that a General
must be familiar with. In a non military context, morality
[20] guides human behaviour and “harmony” is a sweet
melodious sound [21: p. 455]. Therefore, in a business
context, we may guide strategy by our ethics or may
liken it to music, where a variety of instruments combine
to create a unique fit at a point in time.
Providing a lexical definition of strategy Sykes, Hawker [21: p 1052; 22: p. 691] and Soanes [23: p 749] strictly adhere to the etymological derivation from the Greek
word strategia which means “generalship”. In comparison, the thesaurus offers a wider compendium of meanings, including: “the use of skilful planning to secure
one’s advantage in business; or a plan or design to achieve one’s aims” [24: p 1644]. Here, the terminology
“plan” implies the intension to do as a one-time static
activity. More recently, Waite et al. [25: p 804] use the
word “action”, which implies a progressive closeness to
reality and suggests doing as an on-going continuous
activity.
In a business context, the firm [26,27] is exposed to
competitive pressures as it attempts to satisfy demand. A
dilemma exists in defining strategy (plan or action)
within the dimensions of time and space between firm
and marketplace. In an attempt to bridge this gap, the
classic Andrew’s [28] definition refers to a pattern of
decisions where “corporate strategy” focuses on firm resources and competence to achieve advantage based on a
unique posture, derived from internal strengths/weaknesses and external opportunities/threats. This early conceptual strategy design model integrates causal features
and implies interdependence and interrelatedness [29]. It
distinguishes between corporate and business strategy
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

and most importantly, explicitly incorporates the importance of stakeholders [30] within its definition.
It may be that the early intellectual route into business
terminology may have its origins in Economic Organisation and Bureaucracy studies [31]. Nevertheless, the historical context and business definitions suggest strategy
to be a high level activity which seeks some kind of advantage. Further, Andrews’ [28] definition refers to strategy within a unique situational context where posture
through patterns implies time significance.
The main theme within these historical perspectives
suggests that strategy is a high level (Corporate) plan or
action to achieve advantage for stakeholders.

2.2. Strategy: A Theoretical Perspective
Strategy has a rich and diverse range of definitions by
prominent thinkers over many years. Scholars have explored strategy and structure [32], long-range planning
[33,34] strategy as patterns [2,35], strategy as practice
[36], taxonomic classifications [8,37] strategy as decision
making [38,39] at a competitive level [40,41], a corporate level [42,43] and from beyond the field [44-46]. The
diversity of definition in itself implies either that all
scholars disagree with each other [47] or that diversity is
due to firm, context, time and leadership specific traits
that cause a lack of commonly accepted, universal definitions [5]. This warrants a more in-depth review of the
contrasting debates.
Mintzberg [2: p. 935] presents results of a long term
study in which he argues that the works of Chandler [32]
and Von Neumann and Morgenstern [48] use an “incomplete definition of strategy” for research and firm purposes. Mintzberg [2: p. 935] suggests that the functional
definition of strategy as a plan, results in “abstract normative conclusions” as the plan is made in advance of
the specific decisions that apply to it, requiring predictability. For research purposes, Mintzberg [2] prefers a
wider definition of “a pattern in a stream of decisions”
which evolves Andrews’ [28] definition. Strategy can be
intended (forward looking) and realised (backward looking). This wider definition argues that strategy may become known as a result of actions [49], which may not
necessarily have been intended. Strategy emerges as
managers take decisions and it is formulated, formed and
realised rather than just formulated. Mintzberg enhances
his 1978 definition (plan, pattern) to five elements by
1987 with the addition of position, perspective and ploy
[50]. The evolution from “decisions” [2] to “actions” [49]
implies closer alignment to reality in contrast to long
range planning. Mintzberg et al. [51] demonstrate self
validation, as they state, “Strategy is a pattern, that is,
consistency in behaviour over time”.
In contrast, Newman and Logun’s [52] definition sugOJBM
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gests that strategy is consciously and purposefully formulated in advance of intended actions. As such, the implementation of strategy is disengaged from the planning
of it and predictability is assumed. In this regard, the
introduction of long term objectives [32] and understanding of the competitive domain [53] support Newman and Logan’s [52] definition. Andrews [28] extends
this further by including all stakeholders. This group of
scholars agree with the long range planning view and
have defended it for the last fifty years. Chandler and
Andrews intellectual base derives from Harvard, whereas
Ansoff from Carnegie School. Ansoff [54] argues that
prescriptive formulation and descriptive implementation
cannot be combined in definition. The problem with
Mintzberg’s [55] definition, according to Ansoff [54] is
that the concept is prescriptive as strategy needs to be
formulated in advance, yet emergent and realised outcomes that need to be observed for strategy to form are
descriptive. In contrast, Mintzberg et al. [51], Rumelt et
al. [31] and Schendel [56] prefer a definition that does
not distinguish between formation and implementation.
Mintzberg [57] argues that the linear planning definition
distances strategy from reality, strategic thinking cannot
be separated from operational management [58] and data
analysis cannot produce novel strategies. Strategy to the
latter group of scholars is a planned and emergent process rather than just planned.
Table 1 below presents contrasting definitions of
strategy as patterns of actions (behavioural) and forward
looking plans (normative) where some definitions offer a
narrow perspective and others offer a wider perspective.
Although individual scholars have heterogeneous
views, Hax and Majluf [59: p. 7] have reviewed these in
offering a unified multi-dimensional definition of strategy that builds on the seminal work of Chandler, Learned
et al. [32,53] and Andrews [28]. This normative perspective combines long range goals, patterns and stakeholders
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within definition where the ultimate objective of strategy
is to “benefit stakeholders”. However, as Bracker [8]
suggests, the normative definitions seem to engage alternative meanings to terms such as “pattern, action or operationalise” compared with Schendel and Hofer [43] or
Mintzberg and Waters [49]. Additionally, the transition
from business policy [53] to strategic management [43]
adds to the differences in views. Thus, it seems that the
same word can have different meanings to different people.
A comparatively recent contribution to the formulation
—implementation debate has emerged from a sociological perspective. Aligned to Mintzberg’s action approach,
Strategy as Practice ((S-as-P) [60,61] proposes that
strategy is what the firm and its actors do as an activity
[62] rather than what they have. Practice is routinisation
through self reinforced learning [63] where recursive and
adaptive modes co-exist. This definition recognises that
practitioners have tacit knowledge [64,65] where learning through participation engages wider intelligences [66]
and awareness enables retrospective understanding [67]
of behaviour. The post-processual perspective [68] offers
a reflective lens which aligns with Mintzbergian definition [51] and attempts to widen the window of investigation from its sociological roots [69]. S-as-P engages the
human/social element by focusing on actors’ daily actions and interactions at micro (within the firm) and
macro (outside the firm) levels. Further, S-as-P views
planning as an aid to strategic thinking if one uses it to
synthesise practitioner thought and action.
Although a relatively newer concept with limited empirical support [36], the explanation of consequences of
activity [70] may offer insight into realised strategy. The
distinction is that research of Practices [71] can be reflective, whereas Practice [72] is embedded, current and
on-going. This approach has most suited the research of
strategising process outcomes [73]. The implication

Table 1. Strategy as a pattern of actions as opposed to forward looking plans.
Narrow perspective

Wider perspective

Patterns of actions

Strategy provides directional cues to the
organization that permit it to achieve its
objectives, while responding to the
opportunities and threats in its environment.
[183]

A pattern in a stream of actions. This definition was developed to
operationalise the concept of strategy, namely to provide a tangible
basis on which to conduct research into how it forms in
organisations. Streams of behaviour could be isolated and strategies
identified as patterns or consistencies in such streams. The origins
of these strategies could then be investigated.
[142]

Forward Looking Plans

Strategies are forward looking plans that
anticipate change and initiate actions to take
advantage of opportunities that are
integrated into the concept or mission of the
company.
[152]

Corporate strategy is the pattern of decisions in a company that
determines and reveals its objectives, purposes, or goals, produces
the principal policies and plans for achieving those goals, and
defines the range of businesses the company is to pursue, the kind
of economic and human organization it is or intends to be, and the
nature of the economic and non economic contribution it intends to
make to its shareholders, employees, customers and communities.
[28])

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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being a need to observe the process in real time where
the focus on praxis and practitioners requires access to
and understanding of actors and internal routines to strategic outcomes. However, theoretical progress on attributions [74], sense-making [67,75], network pictures [76,77]
and reflection in action [78] based on Heideggerian phenomenology [79] may enhance investigation, as actors
are already embedded in practices [78]. Rather than limiting to the micro level, maybe we can extend these concepts to the macro firm level investigations.
We note that scholars have extended the debate on
strategy to the phenomenon of absent strategy. Inkpen
[80: p. 2] engages Mintzberg’s strategy [2] as a paradigm
to defend the notion that “strategy can be absent in
firms” [81] against Bauerschmidt’s [82] criticisms. The
challenge is whether intended strategies are fully realised,
whether realised strategies are those that were actually
intended and to what extent strategies that have been
realised are helpful to future success [83]. Further, the
literature on non-market strategies [84] is growing where
corporate lobbying for favourable outcomes is of increasing concern. This extends in chaotic environments
or globalisation agendas to the role of the corporation in
managing non-commercial political risks [85].
In summary, the qualitative approach encompasses
formation, implementation and historical realisation of
outcomes whereas the quantitative approach proposes
strategy as internal forward planning. A research consideration is the need for access to firm routines [86] and
decision making processes [87]. As an alternative definition, S-as-P engages a very different set of underlying
assumptions to theory which emphasise process over
content and belief systems within social interaction [68].
Further, the contrasting views seem to be based on differing perspectives of rationality [88]. Whether planned
and/or emergent, the study of firms’ strategy is inherently
linked to people as entrepreneurs [89] or actors within
the firm [90] which more widely, are related to the environments in which the firm operates [40]. We may,
therefore, define deliberate or emergent strategy based on
how rational one views people [91], firm structures [92]
and environments [93] in terms of realised strategy.
Whilst there is diversity in the definition of strategy,
we can explain rational behaviour assumptions (Long
Range Planning) and on-going activity (Strategy as Practice) within historical patterns (strategy as a result of action). Mintzberg’s progressive definition of realised
strategy appears to offer the widest and most integrative
investigative lens, whilst appealing to multi-layered research. It balances and synergises the attributes and assumptions of the contrasting alternative definitions i.e.
bounded rationality and knowledge or planning, decision
making processes, actual doing and consequences of activity.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

2.3. Strategy: An Empirically Supported
Published Papers Perspective
Scholars debate the academic and empirical research of
strategy within internationally recognised journals. A
critical investigation of these publications supports an
understanding of how those scholars define strategy.
What empirical research are scholars doing to support the
definition? What are the trends within publications?
The special issue of the Strategic Management Journal
(S.M.J.) presents creative and new thinking on issues and
methodologies to evolve new strategy paradigms [94].
Phelan et al. [95: p. 1162] are keen to point out that the
Strategic Management Journal (S.M.J.) has “…enjoyed a
single editor (Dan Schendel) for the past twenty years” as
they investigate the changes in content of S.M.J. Accepting the sustained high ranking of the journal, having
a single editor allows for consistent editorial policy, but
may have also influenced some of the on-going debates.
Their findings highlight the increase in empirical investtigation, joint publications and rise in referencing within
published papers. Nag et al. [96] support these findings
as being positive, implying a preference for a firm specific approach. This more recent study uses Kuhn’s [97]
paradigm of shared values to conduct a lexical study of
the literature. The study attributes Schendel and Hofer
[43] to rechristening the field of strategy. The findings
identify the words “firm” and “performance” as most
linked to strategy. Interestingly, economic scholars tend
to have restricted conceptions of the field and they make
little reference to “resources, managers and owners and
internal firm” whereas managers were most widely faceted in definition. Nag et al. [96] conclude that the success of strategic management is its multiple perspectives.
At the same time, the change in format of papers over the
years indicates more stringent criteria for publication.
We can contrast this with Furrer et al.’s [98] more
recent quantitative analysis of wider strategic literature.
Their findings highlight an increase in articles using
keywords: “capabilities and alliances” and a decrease in
articles using keywords: “fit and environment”. Furrer et
al. [98: p. 11] imply a shift in paradigms from the Structure Conduct Performance (S-C-P) model to the Resource Based View and suggest that current research in
2008, is focusing on integration of corporate and competitive strategies and their implications for performance
and competitive posture. The statistical investigation
highlights performance, resource based theory (capabilities) [99,100], the Structure Conduct Performance paradigm (environmental modelling) and Strategy and Structure [32] organisation as the top areas of investigation.
However, we note that older papers will have benefited
from time, citation and debate in the public domain.
These reflective analyses offer insight into the evolution of thinking on strategy. The first study highlights an
OJBM
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increase in empirical investigation, whilst both studies
acknowledge increased collaboration and integration of
elements within debate on strategy. Paradigms and approaches in thinking are progressing with time [101] as
earlier research forms a historical base for newer more
appropriate paradigms and explanations. The 2008 focus
suggests that a more dynamic nature of strategy is
emerging towards the end of the first decade of the
twenty-first century.
Most recently, Macedo Soares [102], whilst introducing a framework of Global Strategic Network Analysis
(GSNA) indicates that the Strategic Management Society
has launched a new journal called The Global Strategy
Journal (G.S.J.). This is a sister journal to the established
S.M.J. and seeks to fill a gap in the market for a specific
global orientated strategy journal. Edited by Stephen
Tallman and Torben Pedersen, the ten themes include
International and Global Strategy, Assembling the Global
Enterprise, Performance and Global Strategy and Global
Innovation. The leading debates in global strategy [103]
identify a need for scholars to theoretically capture institutional views where the question remains: how can
methodology best support a broad research scope?
The main theme within the empirically supported published papers is that current research is focused on corporate and competitive strategies through alliances and
capabilities. The emergence of new journals reflects new
challenges that require integrative responses within the
field.

3. Traditional Corporate Strategy
Intellectual Frameworks
Supporting strategic definition, a range of strategic management theories have emerged as potential intellectual
routes to analysis (Table 2). These include Long Range
Planning (strategy as planning), Structure Conduct Performance (strategy as competitive posture in industry),
the Strategic Conflict model (strategy is to keep rivals
off-balance) which is an off-shoot of the Structure Conduct Performance model and Resource Based View
(strategy as resources and capabilities). Comparing these,
it becomes clear that the narrower purposes of strategy
differ for each of the frameworks.
Farjoun [104] clusters these frameworks together suggesting that they are unified by shared epistemological
Newtonian mechanistic logic. Internal differentiation
emphasises explanation and prescription rather than the
relationships that characterise strategy. Farjoun [104]
suggests that these frameworks share simplistic assumptions that engage strategy as a posture and time as discrete, therefore this cluster is more suited to predictable
environments. In contrast, the organic (adapted from
[105]) cluster based on social and natural sciences offers
a shift from strategic choice to strategic change where
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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emphasis is based on continuous processes, time is incessant and strategy is about co-aligning and adapting to
the dynamic environment. The organic cluster is a more
interactive and integrative framework for research, as we
can recognise co-ordinated action [104: p. 571] retrospectively as a “pattern in a stream of actions” [49: p.
257].
The Core Competence model (strategy as competence),
Knowledge Based View (strategy as knowledge and information know how) and Dynamic Capabilities models
(strategy as dynamic capability) are off shoots of the
Resource Based View. Competence has derived from the
psychological studies of managers and their performance
and is the “collection of learning in the organisation and
how to co-ordinate production skills and streams of technology” [106]; whereas, the Knowledge Based View focuses on knowledge transfer [107,108] and Dynamic
Capabilities [109] use “processes, positions and paths” as
internal unique routines to strategy. These models are
bound by similar constraints as the Resource Based View
[110], but also take a narrower definition of strategy than
Andrew’s [28] and are therefore likely to limit the window of research. They propose that competence, knowledge and capability is the source of value within strategy
rather than resources and capabilities. These attributes
develop over time, where the deployment of strategy
remains practically difficult to research [111].
Additionally, it is important to recognise that the different frameworks apply alternative definitions and
meanings to sustained competitive advantage and value
in terms of strategic outcomes based on their unique
frameworks e.g. sustained competitive advantage is
based on time [112] within the Structure Conduct Performance model whereas the Resource Based View defines sustained advantage based on inimitability.
In terms of strategic analysis, the frameworks define
strategy in terms of internal firm attributes (suited to an
inside-out view of the firm) and the environment (suited
to an outside-in view of the firm). The research question
arises here, how to understand the internal firm attributes
in defining strategy? The Structure Conduct Performance
based models are the only ones that offer a useable Outside-In view of strategy. Whilst the other models do provide a framework for analysis, the frustrating element is
that they all demand internal firm know-how and firm
access in defining strategy. This appears to be a major
practical disadvantage in engaging these models for empirical strategic historical analysis. Further, the Structure
Conduct Performance limitations are that it assumes a
defensive position for the firm within the industry structure where it defines the firm in terms of the competition.
If we are to support the qualitative route to strategy
definition [51], a wider construct that recognises heterogeneity of the firm and closeness to reality is required
OJBM
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Table 2. Traditional intellectual routes to strategic analysis.
Structure
Conduct
Performance

Strategic
Conflict

Resource Based
View

Strategy

Forward
Planning.
Distant from
reality.

Firm Position
within
industry.
Attractiveness
of Industry.

Manipulation
and influence of
firm on other
firms and
markets through
interaction.

Firms are
heterogeneous
and consist of
resources (VRIN)
and capabilities
(firm specific).

Unique
competency—
collective
Knowledge is the
knowledge,
inimitable quality.
production skills
and
technologies.

Rapid changing
environments.
Adapting,
integrating and
reconfiguring
capabilities.

Lens of
Study

Inside-Out

Outside-In

Outside-In

Inside-Out

Inside-Out

Inside-Out

Inside-Out

Purpose

Planning ahead

Competitive
positioning

Tactical
positioning

Control of
resource flows

Protect and
exploit USP

Intellectual talent
configuration

Assembly or
reassembly of
skill

Understanding
behaviour of
competition.
Oligopolistic
markets. Focus
on rivals.
Imperfect
information.

Lack of
managerial
importance. Not
suited to
unpredictable
environments.
Can sustained
advantage be
achieved? How is
value defined and
what is the nature
of SCA?

Off shoot of
RBV. Focus on
competency as a
capability. Value
based systems—
managerial
capability,
technical skills.
Institutionalised
competencies.
Core rigidity
inhibits
innovation.

Off shoot of RBV.
Notion of firm as a
single community
rather than collective
individuals.
Cost associated to
tacitness of
knowledge exchange.
Absorptive capacity
of recipient of
knowledge.
Ownership of
knowledge may lead
to conflict.

Off shoot of
RBV. Dynamic
capabilities are a
prerequisite to
CA rather than
formula for
SCA. Managers
have bounded
rationality.

Long Range
Planning

Criticisms

Sustained
Competitive
Advantage

Implemented
and realised
strategy may be
different to
planned.
Time lag due to
planning.
Suited to
predictable
environments.

Focus on
Industry
structure.
Static model.
Perfect
competition
will result in
equilibrium.

Rational
decision
making.
Environment
influence is
low. Stable
environments.

Based on how
firms defend
themselves
within
industry over
time.
Equilibrium
position—
entry barriers/
mobility.

Core
Competence

Is based on
inimitability.
How rivals are SCA is based on
kept off balance bundle of
resources
through
combined with
“playing the
capability.
game”.
Superior systems
and structures.

Portfolio of core
competencies
(collective
learning)
provide
differentiation
and SCA.

Heterogeneous
knowledge bases of
the firm. Superior
efficiency.

Core
competencies
through
alliances, skill
networks.

Firms as social
communities of
knowledge.
Create knowledge,
replicate/transfer and
grow.

Schumpeterian
innovation.
Through
exploration and
exploitation.
Dynamic
capability.

Prahalad and
Hamel (1990)

Kogut and Zander
(1992)

Teece et al.
(1997)

Knowledge is the
firm’s strategic
resource.

Creative
destruction of
existing
competencies.

Concept of
Value

Analytics in
Privileged
decision making industry
and predicting. position.

Scholarly
Support

Mason
( 1939); Bain
(1956); Porter
Chandler
(1980);
(1962);
Ansoff (1965); Industrial
Andrews (1971) Organisation
(IO)
Economics.

Schelling
(1960);
Shapiro (1989);
Game Theory

Wernfelt (1984);
Barney (1986,
1991); Helfat and
Peteraf (2003)

Based on
entry barriers.
Concentration
ratios of firms
within
industry.

Conflict with
rivals.
Manipulation of
information in
markets.

Through
Unique resources
collective
and capabilities.
alliances. Focus
Improved systems
on core
and structures.
capabilities.

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Dynamic
Capabilities

Distinctive
processes
(co-ordinating
and combining),
paths and
position.
Dynamic
capability where
a series of CA
results in SCA
(hyper-competiti
on).

Resources/
bundles of
Privileged
resources and
market position.
capability. Firm
level efficiency.

Goal focused.
Profit.
Performance Management’s
ability to
predict.

Knowledge Based
View

OJBM
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from an outside-in perspective. Leadership elements [46]
and the situation place the firm in a nurtured and natural
environment, where firm and marketplace co-exist and
we cannot understand them independently [113]. A
branch of literature has emerged from social and organisational evolution that offers alternative intellectual
frameworks.

4. Evolutionary Corporate Strategy
Intellectual Frameworks
Supported by evolutionary economics [114,115] and using Friedman’s work [116] to define markets, Nelson and
Winter [35] propose that routines are the equivalent of
the biological gene in evolutionary economics and the
unit of analysis for the firm. In this construct, it is the
firm’s skills that lead to adaptation. The question is: do
“routines” overcome the criticism of traditional strategic
models in offering an integrative definition? Becker [86]
suggests that the nature of “routines” and in particular
“routine selection” in processes of variation, selection
and retention still has limited research. This offers the
opportunity to align investigation of “routines” within
realised patterns [51]. Firm capabilities are captured as
manifested within historic adaptation outcomes. Demonstrable examples of evolutionary economics’ cross-functional appeal include Boschma and Wenting [117]; and
Miozzo and Grimshaw [118]. The ground breaking work
of evolutionary economics has fuelled further biological
derivations of strategic paradigms.
At a time when industry based competitive research
was emerging [119,41], Henderson [49] discusses the
nature of environments and firms’ behaviour within them.
Applying a competitive frame to strategy for advantage,
Henderson [49] proposes that in naturally competitive
environments, the fittest survive [120]. This ecological
perspective uses Wilson [121] as a theory of competition
and suggests that Darwin [122] is a better guide to business strategy compared with classical economic theories.
Henderson [44: p. 141] states that “strategy is a deliberate search for a plan of action that will develop a business’s competitive advantage and compound it”. The
term “plan of action” implies distance from reality and
supports the quantitative paradigm. Additionally, the dilemma of whether one relates humans directly to animals
[122] or whether decision making abilities make humans
different to animals has social implications for strategy.
In terms of competition, the definition of advantage for
each firm will be unique [123]—is it profit, market share,
sales, growth and in which defined environment? Porter
[112: p. 77] argues that the role of leadership is to “define and communicate the unique position, making tradeoffs and forging fit among activities”. So, does leadership have the ability to influence strategy in Henderson’s
model? And How much value is given to the social eleCopyright © 2013 SciRes.
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ment of strategy? Henderson [44] takes a natural approach to the marketplace in which the weak firms die
off and the strong survive. Wilson and Hynes [124] additionally qualify that in evolution, selection can be natural
(for advantage) and more importantly, as a result of drift
(by chance). Hence, it is not necessary that evolution
always means “survival of the fittest”. The term evolution is based on the implicit notion of inherited characteristics from the previous generation within a population.
Wilson and Hynes [124] criticise business terminology
for misunderstanding and ignoring the “genetic drift”
[125] aspect of evolution.
Another strategic analytical route has emerged from
the field of joint ventures and strategic alliances based on
the biological concept of co-evolution, where two (or
more) species reciprocally affect each other’s evolution
[124]. Evolution is based on the implicit notion of inherited characteristics from previous generations, whereas
co-evolution promotes joint advantages through simultaneous changes. The co-evolution model [45,126] embeds
strategy in the firm’s adaptation choices. The firm, as an
agent, is located within industry and institutional environment where the firm and marketplace co-exist and we
cannot understand them independently [113]. The firm
co-evolves through strategic alliances [127] using its
distinctive capability as value to exploit and explore
[128,129], with a view to gaining market power and extracting rents. Thus, through alliances with other agents,
the firm secures joint value which is embedded in determining strategy. Das and Teng [130] define co-evolution
as “the simultaneous development of organisations, alliances and the environment independently and interactively”.
This lens offers an outside-in definition of strategy and
further, the model strongly supports research over long
time frames [113] incorporating a historical perspective
[131]. We can analyse the co-evolutionary definition of
strategy at the society, industry and firm level [124]
where evolution is part of co-evolution. The importance
of this is that strategy can be defined individually, in dyads or groups. The model supports a more social perspective of the firm [46], thus incorporating a human
political dimension to strategic alliances. This framework
further offers multidirectional analysis at internal and
external layers of interaction. The model refers to Kumar
[132] in asking the question, “What is trust?” as it derives value within a continuum of joint exploitation and
exploration between agents. The definition of strategy
gives recognition to time and space through alliances as
the strategic portfolio forms [133]. Most recently,
co-evolution has been engaged at Global Multi Business
Firm (GMBF) level based on a process of strategic assembly [134,135] with emphasis on leadership through
animation.
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5. The Rise and Fall of Intellectual Routes to
Analysis
The literature suggests that the definition of strategy has
gone through a series of Kuhnian [97: p. 88] style shifts
over the last sixty years, where “crises are a necessary
pre-condition for the emergence of novel theories”.
Hoskisson et al. [136: p. 417] support this suggestion to
some extent in their review of strategic management.
They argue that the “primary theoretical and methodological basis” took a contingency perspective and used a
resource framework which has since gone through a series of pendulum swings which evolutionary paradigm
developments and methodological approaches support.
Hoskisson et al. [136] suggest that each swing has resulted in increased sophistication and maturity.
Similarly, Hafsi and Thomas’s [137: p. 512] historical
investigation traces the differing approaches back to “two
broad routes”—the holistic route and analytical route.
These may represent the Qualitative and Quantitative
paradigms of strategy in Table 3 below. Hafsi and Thomas [137] suggest that the analytical approach took over
the holistic approach in the 1970s, which Rumelt et al.
support [31]. This suggests that the scholarly study of
strategy developed from earlier theorising towards a
more analytical framework, as information became more
readily available.
Hafsi and Thomas [137] themselves, hold the view
that the academic field of strategy suffers from a high
level of misunderstanding and isolation of elements that
can be measured. Bower [37] seems to share this frustration twenty years earlier. Referring to Table 3 suggests
that Hafsi and Thomas [137] and Bower [37] prefer a
quantitative definition of strategy and at the time of

writing, the qualitative route was dominating research in
the field.
Comparatively, Barney [100] adopts a qualitative route
(based on the assumptions of the firm for a resource
based model of competitive advantage), along with Rumelt et al. [31] who imply the reason for disagreement in
the field is positive, due to firms behaving differently i.e.
situational. Haugstad [138] advocates strategizing as a
doing activity (S-as-P) in highlighting that there are
competing schools of thought and disagreements about
what strategy theory should explain. Where S-as-P has
different assumptions, Haugstad [138: p. 3] identifies the
“considerable effort during the last decade within the
field to identify ‘paradigms’ [56] and search for new approaches [31]”. Thus, the lack of holistic ontological and
heuristic support to definition [137] is problematic.
Applying Porter’s [112] ten year horizon of strategic
position to the cyclical dominance of strategic schools of
thought (Figure 1) offers a wider perspective of Hoskisson et al. [136] swings as a fluid development of strategy.
The fluidity further recognises, by adapting Kolb’s [139]
model, that definitions and theories take time [139] for
individuals to conceive (2 yrs), to publish for debate (3
yrs), to empirically apply (2 yrs) and for others to accept
(3 yrs). Thus, rather than Kuhnian [97] shifts, defining
and developing strategy becomes a Lakatosian [140] progressive/degenerative research programme within the
dimensions of time and space. Figure 1 portrays an idealised representation of the cyclical development of
strategy. Whilst the figure presents the dominant schools
within the continuum of time, the line recognises oscillations, at a microscopic level, as other schools of thought
will have naturally been competing at the time.

Table 3. Qualitative and quantitative paradigms of strategy.
Characteristics

Qualitative

Quantitative

Approach
Early contributors

Theoretical/Holistic/Social
Bernard (1938)/Selznick (1957)

Practical/Analytical/Predictable
Simon (1945)/Thompson (1967)

Strategy

Leadership/Situational/Community/Guide
Competitive Advantage/Relationship to environment.
Babel Effect (000’s of topics).

Strategy vs. Structure/ Resource Allocation/ Firm
Adaptation/Decision making/Content based
quantitative research.

Approach

Idiographic
Firms are heterogeneous in competitive environments.
Lakatosian research programme.
Inductive/Evolutionary.

Nomothetic
Firms are homogonous in competitive environments.
Kuhnian paradigm. Deductive/Revolutionary.

Decision Making

Contextual Variables
(environmental influence)
Bounded Rationality.

Rational Decision Making
Systematic approach and carefully thought out goals.

Dominant Period

1940s/1960s/1980s/2000s/2020s

1930s/1950s/1970s/1990s/2010s

Focus

Context based singular events
Process of exploration
Grounded in practice (reality)
Paradigmatic Pluralism.

Generalised rules and procedures
Grounded in theory
(formula or hypothesis)
Paradigmatic Consensus.

Adapted from Hafsi and Thomas (2005) [137].
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Dominance of Strategic Research Routes: Quantitative verses Qualitative

Org. Studies

Patterns and
Continuums

Ecological
Evolutionary

Co- Evolution

Qualitative
Dimension

Mixed Defintions and Structures

Economics
1955

1965

Long range
Planning
1975

R.B.V.
Dyna mi c
Ca pa bi l i ti es

Competi ti ve
Envi ronments
S--C-P

1985

1995

2005

2015

2020

Quantitative
Dimension
Dominance

Figure 1. Cyclical dominance of intellectual schools of thought in corporate strategy.

In Figure 1 above, the quantitative RBV and its offshoots (KBV; DC) currently dominate corporate strategy
research. However, the shift towards evolutionary quailtative frameworks in the form of co-evolution reflects a
need for holistic multi-level understanding within the
field. Most recently, Moussetis [141] succinctly presents
the historical competing theories, typologies and empirical studies in the field of strategy that have resulted in
competing schools of thought. Whether referring to
Mintzberg et al.’s [51] taxonomy or Moussetis’ [141]
tables, we can follow the theoretical foundation of strategy. Current research continues to focus on specialisation
within definition, e.g. Splitter and Seidl [142] refer to the
work of Johnson et al.’ [143,144] and Golsorkhi et al.
[145] on a “practice based approach to strategy” where
knowledge and capability drive definition.
Scholars have explored the definitions, paradigms and
development of corporate strategy research within space
and time. The earliest theorising of strategy was contingent and resource based within stable and simple environments. The classical scholars Ansoff [33] and Andrews [28] pursued an integrative definition at the time.
In the modern complex interconnected environment, a
qualitative holistic definition within a multilevel framework is more appropriate for research purposes. There is
a need for holistic longer term collaborative research
within the field.

6. Towards a Collaborative Corporate
Strategy Research Programme
Over the years, the qualitative intellectuals have preferred continuums to appeal to unique firm qualities;
whereas, quantitative intellectuals have pursued specialisation as routes to universally applicable research frameworks. Mintzberg and Waters’ [49] theoretical underpinning of emergent and planned within strategy formation
continuum argues that the majority of firms use strategies
with both emergent and planned qualities. This implies
that the majority of firms are within the “Umbrella and
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Process strategies” [49]. In these two streams, leaders
exercise partial control over actors, set direction and allow actors’ monitored decision making abilities within
complex, unpredictable environments that require fast
responses. Kipping and Cailluet [146] have used the continuum to conduct a historical study of Alcan and propose that there is a correlation between strategy and
structure [32] and that “This co-evolution and the forces
that drove it warrant additional research” [146: p. 103]. A
much earlier study by Hall and Saias [147] seems to
support the co-evolution of strategy and structure as a
two way process of influence whereby strategy is internalised within the firm [148]. In this respect, we can interpret each bounded definition or strategic methodological approach to research within the proposed continuum ranging from qualitative to quantitative for each
dimension of strategy (see Figure 2).
The dimensional boundaries [149] complexity [150] is
enhanced with increasing research on the boundary between firm and marketplace. Coase [26] and Chandler’s
[32] seminal works in stable environments have evolved
into research on growth [27], absorptive capacities [151]
and international entry modes [152] within dynamic
unstable [153] markets. The firm adapts to environmental
pressures and a gap exists between firm and environments [154]. This gap can be described as the difference
between the firm’s current and desired position [155], a
knowledge gap [108], the difference between action,
learning and integration [156], strengths/weaknesses and
opportunities/threats [28], or more appropriately the
process of gap bridging between capability and opportunity space [157,158]. In this regard, the gap can be potential, deliberate, emergent or realised. The capabilityopportunity framework links deliberate and emergent and
enhances hermeneutic and interpretative capacity in
analysis of firm and environments. In this respect, innovation is the driver to expansion or contraction of the
realised gap set (RGS). The RGS incorporates foresight,
judgement, mindfulness and chance [124] as a firm
OJBM
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Figure 2. Collaborative corporate strategy research programmes (C.C.S.R.P.). Designed with references to Mintzberg and
Waters (1985); Chakravarti, (1982), Pettigrew (1987); Slevin and Covin (1997); Dagnino (2003).

adapts to the market.
Casillas and Acedo’s [159; p. 18] most recent publication states that “the role of time must be incurporated
into theory (and not just treated as a boundary condition)
if theory is to provide accurate ontological support to
phenomenon” [160: p. 658]. In this respect, our framework is under-pinned by multi-layered co-evolutionary
theory [126] and events/processes represent points in
time and space. The boundary between the firm and
markets are interconnected and can influence each other
from adaptive (within the firm) to global (market events)
level.
Intra-firm specialisation based on strategic continuum
[49] is offered by Slevin and Covin’s [92] in depth
analysis of the strategy formation process [57] which
develops a continuum of emergent to planned decision
making. In this study, the authors discuss strategy as a
process [161] and content [162] and there is further
theoretical debate on decision making [163] and definition of content [31,164]. The result is continuums within
continuums. A more detailed sociological process perspective offered by Pettigrew [58] refers to the debates
between choice [165] and change scholars before selecting to make content (what) and process (how) inseparable. Pettigrew’s [58,161] guiding assumptions align with
Mintzberg et al.’s [51] holistic definition rather than a
linear definition as processes are embedded in contexts.
Titus Jr. et al. [166] further Slevin and Covin’s work [92]
in aligning firm growth with strategic process. The curvilinear findings support a midpoint for optimal growth of
firms in the emergent to planned continuum. Figure 2
represents the co-evolving complexity [167] of qualitaCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

tive versus quantitative continuums to content and process [168] as the scholarly dimensions of adaptive strategy.
Inter-firm strategy is influenced by strategic partnerships [45] which may take the form of alliances, collaborative R&D agreements or spin-off companies. The
relationship and management of partnerships pursues
shared strategic outcomes and joint benefits. Further environmental stability and dynamics result in selective
influences. These may take the form of competitive dynamics, revision of institutional policies and competitive
control mechanisms, or wider factors such as global supply chains [169] that impact business conduct. At the
inter-firm level the selective influences on strategy are
wider and the emergent or chance factor is higher due to
lack of control and the political nature of co-operation.
The process [163,170] and nature [171,172] of decision making [173,174] has empirical studies over many
years that advance earlier research. These studies support
the view that strategy is influenced by environment, firm
structure, learning, comprehensiveness of decision making, cognition, social relationships and networks [175],
where as a result of internal and external influences
[176,136] firm performance is impacted [177]. The
deeper sociological perspective [176] includes elements
of political [178] and cultural [179] influences within
definition. Further, in some cases a firm may not have a
strategy [81] and it may instead simply emerge as a result
of doing [180]. If the definition of strategy is to consider
these views, then it has to apply a qualitative definition
rather than a quantitative one. Strategy cannot just be a
long term plan, but must consider the incremental
OJBM
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impacts of space and time in decision making. One must
consider the influence of leaders as powerful stakeholders [181], other stakeholders [30] and the situational
context as strategy is implemented and actually realised.
These factors only become apparent from a historical
perspective, once strategy has actually been realised.
In this regard, realised strategy [51] can provide a dimensional boundary (Figure 2) to explain strategy within
phenomenon [182] and research analysis. The framework
in Figure 2 thus incorporates the contrasting alternative
definitions as partial windows within a wider Mintzbergian window to strategy. The heterogeneous firm exists
in the marketplace. We must account for the influences
of internal/external factors and the boundary between
firm and environment as permeable and fluid to enable
change.
No single institution is likely to have the full spectrum
of skills and expertise for the complete research programme. In this regard, Figure 2 represents opportunity
for building collaborative research programmes across
networks of institutions with longer term visions and
more holistic outcomes.

7. Contribution and Implications of
C.C.S.R.P.
Currently, no such holistic framework of strategy research at the corporate level exists. The C.C.S.R.P.
framework serves as a useful tool for organising corporate strategy research within the institution because it
captures the full range of possibilities in strategy definition and the alternative strategic management methodological routes to investigation. The implications being
that design of research may better engage internal skill
sets and/or build relationships between multiple studies.
In this case, the question arises whether the institution
should specialise (depth) or extend (range) output for
meaningful impact? Once a competitive position of corporate strategy research has been established within our
framework, the potential to externally collaborate with
complimentary skill sets from other institutions emerges.
Thereby, the capacity for a longer term collaborative
research agenda could include international case studies;
multi-level management studies of corporation; or advanced mixed method investigations of greater practical
value. Whereby the questions arise how to best form intellectual property and funding agreements between institutional alliances or co-operations? And how to assess
the shared value of research output?
Examples of longer term research programmes may be
the Centre for Corporate Strategy and Change at Warwick University [183] and the research on S-as-P at Aston University. However, these remain specialised and
people specific. Therefore C.C.S.R.P. seeks to uniquely
provide the opportunity to integrate research within and
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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across institutions for holistic outcomes. In consideration,
the C.C.S.R.P. framework is underpinned by eight assumptions to the research programme:
1) Ontological rationality includes morality [184].
2) History matters [185] and creates contexts [183].
from which reflective learning can help change behaveiour or forward looking strategies.
3) Strategy is a Mintzbergian window which includes
formulation; formation; decision making and realisation
[51].
4) Qualitative research is conceptual/abstract which
provides the foundation for quantitative analytical research. Thus, progressive research requires collaborative
qualitative and quantitative research cycles where each
research module informs the next:
Qual

Quan

Qual

Quan

5) Co-evolution theory underpins the framework [126]
where the firm and market-place co-exist and we need to
understand both together. Multi-level influences can be
at the firm; industry; national and global levels. Both
adaptive and selective influences can impact strategic
outcomes.
6) Within each of the dimensional boundaries
.
in Figure 2, continuums can range between qualitative
and quantitative philosophical and methodological positions. Modules of research can be conceptual, analytical
or in advanced cases, mixed method.
7) The C.C.S.R.P. framework is inclusive of all strategic management frameworks which we can collaboratively combine to establish a holistic understanding of
strategy from adaptive, selective and RGS perspectives.
8) We have derived this framework from the literature
on strategy and strategic management. It is a corporate
strategy framework that integrates research for longer
term research programmes.

8. Future Research Direction
Coase [186] asks “why is the economy not run as one big
factory?” His seminal work [26] identified the boundaries and heterogeneity of the firm. Most recently Schumpeterian change [187] has emerged in the form of the
global financial crisis [188], Arab Spring, the rise of
BRICS (Brazil, Russian, India, China and South Africa)
and European integration which suggests that risk [189]
and uncertainty [190] extend globally as a distinguishing
feature of stable/unstable markets [153]. We have designed our framework to suit current dynamic/chaotic
environments and longer term collaborative research
programmes. The questions we raise in implications of
C.C.S.R.P. could be addressed in how institutions internally assess and plan their capacity and competitive posiOJBM
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tion of research output? More critical is how specialised
research institutions manage their internal relationships
and collaborate with each other externally? Could Verien
structures support complimentary alliances? And resolve
the limitation of intellectual rights of institution or individual researcher in longer term programmes? Alternatively, future research may address how methodological
pathways best integrate research modules at different
levels or internationally? As such, the C.C.S.R.P. framework is a contribution towards integrating the global
strategic literature for better application of strategies (UN;
World Bank) through collaborative skills and structured
research programmes that respect diversity across interconnected environments.
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